Health, Safety & Wellbeing

INNOVATIONS
in FOOT SAFETY
The revolutionary new Scandinavian foot care system that could eradicate occupational foot pain. Forever.
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It all starts
with your
feet
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They are the
foundation of the
human body.

But are they working normally,
efficiently and in optimal health?
Or are they just working harder and breaking down as time goes on?
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BIOMECHANICS
OF THE FOOT
Our feet are naturally
designed to walk barefoot
on soft, uneven ground.

Flat concrete floors and
stiff shoes are not a foot’s
natural environment.

Feet have curved ‘arches’ that have a vital function

Longitudinal
arch

Transversal
arch

They allow the foot to flex and
adapt to uneven surfaces,
absorb impact, as well as
allow the soft earth to rise and
fill the arches which provides
something to push against to
create forward motion.
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FEET : AN AMAZINGLY COMPLEX DESIGN
A quarter of our bones are in our feet, so they
may be small, but they are incredibly complex
and perform multiple heavy duty roles, such as
supporting the musculo-skeletal structure •
bearing the entire body’s weight •
tendons &
absorbing impacts •
ligaments
and maintaining balance •

26 bones
33 joints
100+ muscles,

They do this all day, every day - in unnatural
conditions - and for our whole lives.

So it’s no surprise that so
many things c
 an easily
go wrong with your feet.

Yet feet are probably the most neglected of all
the bones & joints in our bodies.
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Musculo-skeletal disorders are one
of the most prevalent occupational
health issues in the modern world.
Often these problems go
unreported or even unrecognized,
as sufferers may not even realise
that their foot pain relates to an
actual medical condition.
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• collapsed arches
• plantar fasciitis
• misalignment of hips
• misalignment of knees
• heel, ankle, knee pain
• lower back pain
• RSI strain injuries
• nerve entrapment
• achilles tendon
• heel spurs
• bunions
• calluses
• claw toes
• pronated feet
• metatarsalgia
• hammer toes
• hallux rigidus

Such ailments are preventable, and are an
inevitable consequence of poor foot care,
fallen arches, and poor choice of footwear.

• grinds miniscus
• Morton’s neuroma
• arthritis of the great toe
• hyper extended knees
• malformations of toes
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6 Reasons why foot issues are so common
1 Modern Life is ‘unnatural’

Our modern world has evolved faster than our feet. Hard
concrete floors, increasing body weight, more sedentary
lifestyle and poorly ergonomic footwear all contribute to
weakening the foot muscles and damage to its structures.

2 Lack of Arch Support

The primary cause of musculo-skeletal issues. Without
support, the arches collapse during each day. This stretches
the ligaments & tendons, which causes the foot pain so
many people feel after work. Without sufficient daily rest
and recovery, the damage becomes permanent. The ankles
pronate and the shins collapse inward, causing a host of
knock-on musculo-skeletal complaints further up the body.

3

Safety Footwear is not enough
Most companies only supply safety footwear without arch
supporting insoles, so the employees’ feet are still at risk.

4 Poor Footwear Choices

Buying factors such as lowest price, aesthetics, or brand
name often take precedence over practicality & ergonomics.

5 Improperly designed Footwear

Most footwear manufacturers focus on price, or
sturdiness, or aesthetically pleasing designs, or
on their brand image. But very few actually focus
on what is actually needed - lightweight, flexible,
ergonomic shoes made according to orthopaedic
standards. Indeed, safety boots have a higher duty
of care to include these qualities as they are being
worn far more than any other item of footwear, and
because any disccomfort or foot pain can actually
hamper someone’s work or ability to make a living
- or even pose a safety risk.

6 No Preventative Measures
It is impractical for footwear manufacturers to
provide arch support as standard, due to the
number of different arch heights. Therefore, arch
support is the wearer’s responsibility. However,
most retail insoles and ineffective, and proper
orthotics are prohibitively expensive, and are
only purchased AFTER a medical complaint
has arisen. There has never been a proper
preventative measure. Until now.
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What happens when a foot arch collapses?
A fully pronated
foot is one where
the arch has all
but disappeared.

Normal or High Arch
A high arch is a healthy foot.
The foot is more rigid and the
firm functional arch becomes an
efficiently rigid mechanical lever
for forward progression.

Medium Arch
Here, the foot has pronated (rolled
inwards) slightly. This can happen
when walking on uneven terrain as the
foot loosens its structure yielding to
the surface. However these days this
is rarely required in the modern day.
However, without arch support, the foot
pronates unnecessarily, which, over a
prolonged time, becomes permanent.
This is considered a medium arch, and
is a sign that the arches have started to
collapse.

Low or No Arch

This alters the
biomechanics of
the foot - which
is the foundation
of the skeleton,
and so the
whole body is
affected.

The ankle pronates (rolls
inwards), compresses the
outer ankle and changes
the angle of the shin and
calf bones. The inner knee
has to compensate for this,
then the hips and back
have to compensate for the
knee, and so on - leading
to further joint pains and
problems as time goes on.
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STANDARD
INSOLES

X

NO
ARCH SUPPORT
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Modern footwear
& most off-the-shelf-insoles
do not support the arch
Standard “One size fits all” insoles are stock items stamped out
of a mould that have no arch support and bear no resemblance
to the unique shape of your feet.

PROPER
ORTHOTICS

However, all feet are different, so insoles need to match those
differences to effectively support an individual’s arch.
FULL
ARCH SUPPORT

For decades, the only way to achieve this has been with custom
made medical orthotics, but they are expensive, take weeks to
produce, made using basic materials - such as simple moulded
gel or foam - and people only used them once they had already
developed a foot problem.

What has always been required was a proper designed orthotic insole in various arch sizes
that was available immediately and at a reasonable cost. All this would require a person’s
foot to be scanned, and such a system has never been available before. Until now.
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Introducing...
JALAS ‘NEUTRALISER’

Arch-Supporting Orthotic Insoles
• innovative Scandinavian design
• low off-the-shelf cost
• but avilable in multiple arch sizes
• state-of-the-art materials
• world class shock absorption
JALAS ‘FootStop Service’

Mobile Computer
Foot Scanner
• mobile service to scan
employees’ feet at your
own premises
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JALAS ‘Neutraliser’ Insoles

Instant relieves common sources of foot pain,
and prevents further collapsing of arches.
These are no ordinary insoles that you may have experienced before.
They are the world’s current state-of-the-art insoles designed in
Scandinavia, and based on cutting edge orthopaedic understanding of the
biomechanics of the foot.
They are constructed using a mix of hi-tech materials to provide the best
function to that part of the foot.
They can be used in any boot, and the benefits of these insoles can be felt
immediately.

LOW ARCH

MEDIUM ARCH

HIGH ARCH
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You will wonder how you ever lived without them
More and more people are on their feet all day,
and whether they’re wearing stiff work boots, or
unsupoortive office footwear. their feet will be are
undergoing unecessary stress.

AIR HOLES

regulate temperature for the
foot’s 90,000 sweat glands

LOW, MEDIUM
OR HIGH ARCH
SUPPORT

With innovation, ergonomics and wellbeing starting
to dominate the latest Health & Safety thinking, the
need for a genuinely effective solution to foot-related
issues is more relevant than ever.

DEEP DISHED HEEL CUP
Provides proper support to and
prevents flattening of the heel.

REAR SHOCKABSORBING ZONE
FRONT SHOCKABSORBING ZONE
Made from Poron XRD

Made from Poron XRD

RIGID PLASTIC
CONTROL BAR
IMPROVES STABILITY
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IMPACT TEST
Shock-absorbency is an important function
of an effective insole. Off-the-shelf insoles tend
to use rubberised gels or memory foam - but
neither of these are effective. Foams and Liquid
gels are pushed aside as soon as you stand
on them, leaving little if anything left underfoot
to absorb an impact. Solid gels bounce back,
sending reverberations back into the foot and
up the shins.
» JALAS Neutralizer insoles use a material
called Poron® XRD™ - one of the world’s
most shock absorbent materials - under the
forefoot and a thicker pad under the heel.
»» It absorbs impact in a way that has to
be seen to be believed. That’s why it is so
often used in high end sports, PPE and even
motorcycle crash protection equipment.

Click to
watch the
video.

Bowling Ball
weight: 15lb

Click to watch the video.
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First, we scan your employees’ feet.
FREE OF CHARGE.
What has always been required was an intelligent common-sense rethink of
the outmoded approach to shoes and insoles. Now, thanks to the revolutionary
new system utilising cutting edge medical science, computer technology and
hi-tech materials, foot complaints may soon become a thing of the past.
As everyone’s foot shape is different, we have to scan every individual’s feet to
ascertain their size, arch height and weight distribution.
Our FootStop Service is a mobile computerised foot scanning service that is:
• free of charge
• performed on-site at your premises
• suitable for workforces from 20 employees up to 20,000
• being utilised by some of the largest organisations in the UK
The scanner displays a picture of the foot is obtained with respect to the arch
height, stress points or excessive angle of the foot (pronation-supination).
This information is important for choosing the right insole which is then made available immediately - for results that are instant and
astonishing, yet far cheaper and more effective than many medical orthotics.
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How does it work?
»» Performing a foot analysis scan is quick and
easy with the aid of FootStop Service.
»» Simply stand on the pressure mat, and within
a few seconds, the scanner records the
measurements of your feet, the arch and the
pressure load points.
»» You don’t even need to take your socks off.
»» You get the result immediately. The display
shows how and where your feet are under load,
as well as whether you have a low, medium or
high arch.
»» The correct size and shape of Neutralizer insoles
can be made available for immediate use.
Nothing other arch-supporting insole solution is as
functionally effective, as quick or as cost-efficient.
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SAFETY BOOTS ARE NOT ALL THE SAME
What makes the best safety boot?
It can be hard to choose a safety boot from the 1,000s
of styles out there. However, once you know what you
should look for from a boot, you’ll barely find a handful
that meet the grade.
All safety boots provide basic toecap protection with
a mix of other features such as slip resistant or nail
penetration protection soles - all external hazards.
With all this protection, boots have become heavier
more stiff, cumbersome and uncomfortable. These
‘cages’ for the feet can themselves be unsafe - cause
repetitive strain and damage to the foot’s structures.
The current wave of safety boots are now following in
the footsteps of sports shoes. The best manufacturers
understand as well as being protective, boots must
also be lightweight, ergonomic and comfortable
so that the boots themselves are safe to wear.
Take CKL’s favourite boot - the E-Sport 1625 - as an
example (see right).

The E-Sport 1625 uses of innovative materials and
technologies create a fully featured safety boot that
weighs under 500g, and can flex over 100º in all
directions. An aluminium toecap is safer than composite
yet is lighter than steel. A wider fit and higher toecap
provides extra comfort to the foot, and are specifically
designed to fit the Neutralizer insole.
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Our insoles may be available to
your employees without it costing
your organisation a penny.
Article reproduced from Sunday Telegraph ‘Business Reporter’ Magazine July 2016

Maybe it’s due to my background in law, but while supplying
workwear over the past 25 years I’ve noticed that UK organisations
are misapplying the HSE regulations in several different ways – and
losing out considerably. Here’s one example.
Manufacturers spend millions each year
creating fantastic and innovative health
and safety products with the potential to
improve the lives of the UK’s workforce
considerably. Yet often these products
just sit on the shelves, benefitting no one.
Companies reject these products on the
basis of cost, but often, it needn’t even cost
them a penny. I can explain.
Legally speaking, UK companies must
pay for all necessary Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE). However, comfort
or wellbeing products are often not
such “necessary” items of PPE, which
is why companies can refuse to buy
them. However, this also means that UK

companies are not obliged to pay for them.
Instead, the workforce can lawfully be
offered the choice to buy these products
themselves, at their own cost or partly
subsidised by the employer. If handled
properly, this represents the ultimate winwin solution.
Workers have access to the best, most
innovative H&S products that could
significantly improve their daily lives, while
H&S officers feel more fulfilled, procurement
managers are pleased at the savings
and the company benefits overall from a
happier, more motivated workforce.
Also, empowering the workforce to share
responsibility for their own wellbeing can

reduce any subsequent compensation
claims as the onus partly shifts onto the
employee for rejecting any product that
could have prevented the injury.
There are other win-win solutions I could
suggest, but even just this single idea
can significantly reduce the UK’s injury
statistics and benefit UK companies
enormously – and IOSH (The Institution
of Occupational Safety & Health) agrees.
Of course, proper legal consultancy is
required to ensure compliance with HSE
regulations –
but don’t worry,
that’s my job.
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Take the
next step...
Many of the UK’s largest
organisations are already
using the Neutralizer insoles
& Footstop Service, which
CKL presented at the IOSH
2016 Conference in London.
Bali Rakhra Commercial Director
at CKL - explains:

Some companies who ordered in 2015 are re-ordering it for 2016 as they experienced a huge
decrease in absenteeism and sickpay along with a corresponding increase staff comfort,
wellbeing, morale and producivity - all of which have commercial benefits that far exceeded
the purchase costs.
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Contact CKL to find out more, or to arrange a
FREE no-obligation demo or site trial at your convenience.

bali.rakhra@ckl.uk.com
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